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1.  Torn Paper Collage 

 
LOOKING AT ART...  Share picture book “Shapes” by the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, which explores 10 different shapes in art (circle, square, rectangle, 
triangle, diamond, oval, arch, star, heart), or “I Spy Shapes in Art” by Lucy 
Micklethwaite.   

 
CREATE...  Ice-Cream Cone Collage 

 

Materials: 
-pencils (to print names on the back before starting!) 
-black construction paper (eg. 6”x12” or 6”x18”) 
-manilla paper (2”x4” to make cones) 
-scissors (to cut out the ice-cream cone shape) 
-variety of brightly-coloured construction paper, photocopy  
and/or cardstock squares in 2 sizes (3”x3” and 4”x4”) to  
make the ice-cream scoops 
 -white glue  
-swabs for glue (1 per student to use on shared plate) 
-small paper/styrofoam plates for glue (1 per group) 
-cardstock for glue „placemat‟ (eases clean-up!) 
-bin(s) to store paper scraps 

 
PROCESS... 
1.  Demo how to cut manila rectangle into a triangle (for the cone!) 
2.  Demo how to glue „cone‟ in place (spread the glue all around the edge of the shape, place into position, 
apply pressure for 10 seconds for glue to adhere). 
3.  Demo how to tear a circle shape that is big, using most of the paper! 
4.  Review/Demo how to position and glue the first ice-cream scoop in place on the cone 
5.  Demo how leftover scraps can be shared & torn into small bits to add details (eg. chocolate chips, fruit bits, 
sprinkles...) 

 
Teacher Tips: 
 Carefully demonstrate how to tear the paper.  It helps to use your pointer fingers and thumbs to control 

the direction of the tear, moving slowly, bit-by-bit in small, controlled „rips‟.  This is good practice for fine 
motor control and may take some practice; the ice-cream scoop shape is quite forgiving. 

 Establish a “3 pieces of paper at a time” routine for choosing coloured paper to avoid „hoarding‟.  
 

Other “Subject” Possibilities… 
 
Using “torn paper” to create a picture of flowers, or of a creature like a caterpillars or a ladybug, or of a snowman…  
“Organic” shapes found in nature work well with torn paper, and small, torn bits can be used to add details.  Including a 
„ground‟ will complete these images, so you may want to start students off with a selection of „ground‟ colours to choose 
from, pre-cut to the length of the background paper (eg. 18” long, 2-3” wide), which can be „torn‟ across the „top‟ edge, 
then glued into place at the bottom of the paper so the corners and straight edges line up, then carry on with the tearing… 



2.  “Stamping” Sunflowers 
 
LOOKING AT ART...  Look at images of sunflowers by various artists. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Four Sunflowers by Van Gogh 
 
     
     
                                          Sunflower by Georgia O’Keeffe 

    Sunflowers by Claude Monet                Sunflowers by Van Gogh 
 

CREATE...  Sunflowers – Printmaking/Stamping 
Materials: 
-pencils (to print name on the back before starting!) 
-cartridge paper (12”x18”) 
-newspaper or newsprint to protect desks 
-cookie trays (for paint ); 1 per group of approx. 4 students 
-tempera paint (orange & yellow for petals; blue, red & yellow for centres) 
-sponges cut into petal shapes in various sizes (eg. large, medium, small for each group) (“Home Hardware” brand) 
-paintbrushes to complete the centres 
 

PROCESS… 
1. Demo how to dip sponge in paint, place it on the paper, then carefully „press‟ or „tap‟ the 

sponge to „print‟ or „stamp‟ the shape onto the paper 
 Teacher Tip…  It takes LOTS of paint when getting started; after sponges become more 

saturated with paint, you won‟t have to „dip‟ as often.   
2. Demo how to arrange „stamps‟ in a circular pattern to create a sunflower 
3. Demo how to fill the space/page, having some flowers go „off-the-page‟, and others 

„overlapping‟ 
4. Once the petals are dry done, wash hands and regroup, then demo how to use brushes (or 

fingers) to paint the centres.  Hold the paintbrush, “Just like my pencil in my printing hand.”  
Using/mixing the three primary colours (leftover yellow & red from „stamping‟ trays, then add a 
touch of blue) together will result in a „brownish‟ colour. 

Picture Books About Sunflowers in Art... 
 Katie and the Sunflowers 

By James Mayhew 

 Camille and the Sunflowers:  A Story about Vincent 
van Gogh 
By Laurence Anholt 



3.   3D Work – Painting Rocks 

 

Only One You by Linda Kranz 
Let’s Rock!  Rock Painting for Kids by Linda Kranz 

 

CREATE…  Painting Rocks! 
Materials: 
-various shapes/sizes of beach rocks 
-newspapers to protect desks 
-acrylic paint (eg. DecoArt “Crafter‟s Acrylic” at Dollarama) 
-paint palettes (Teacher Tip:  Wash well! once acrylic dries, it is hard to remove.) 
-paint brushes (Teacher Tip:  Wash well! once acrylic dries, it is hard to remove.) 
-water containers 
-paper towels 
-Sharpie markers to sign work 
-Optional:  Crayola “School Glue” can be diluted and applied over paint as a glossy finish 
 

PROCESS...  For Fish! 

1.  Wash and dry rocks 
2. Start with the „head‟ end of the rock; paint with one colour 
3. Continue with „body‟, working with one solid „background‟ colour or stripes of colour, covering 

all „sides‟ of the rock except the bottom 
4. Once dry, add details, such as facial features, fins, polka dots... 

 
PROCESS...  For Anything! 

1. Wash and dry rocks 
2. Start with the „main‟ colour for the „face‟ first, then continue with the main colours (eg. body, 

stripes…) to cover all „sides‟ of the rock except the bottom 
3. Once dry, add details (eg. doors, windows, wheels, facial features...) 
4. Optional – a coat of diluted “Crayola School Glue” will provide a glossy finish 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Websites for TEACHER reference: 
 
Artist Birthdays by Month...  
http://www.davisart.com/portal/TeacherResources/T_resourcesDefault.aspx?curPage=ArtistBirthdays 
 

Brief Artist Bio‟s... 
http://www.davisart.com/Portal/TeacherResources/T_resourcesDefault.aspx?curPage=ArtistBios 
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